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GITCO (Lora Amsberryaugier) The committee discussed program ideas for the next annual conference. Members were encouraged to contact the new chair as soon as possible in order to have time to arrange a program for the annual conference in Chicago. Ideas generated at the meeting will be relayed to the in-coming chair. Work on the E-competencies toolkit continued, and members volunteered to create needed content for various competencies on the GITCO wiki, http://wikis.ala.org/godort/index.php/E-competencies. The committee decided to divide the toolkit into three sections: legacy technology, current technology (divided into three tiers), and emerging technology. Further discussion is needed to match e-competencies with the e-competencies toolkit. The ad-hoc committee completed its whitepaper on a possible data and statistical subgroup for GITCO. The whitepaper discussion will be led by the new chair, Gretchen Gano.
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